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Ebb and Flow
WRITTEN BY KRISTINE WITHERSPOON
This photo I snapped at dusk of our community lake seems
to capture all the moods of late - and I’m talking my feels
and the world at large. Ominous, yet nuances of hope
percolating in reflection. Daunting, yet full of promise with
an unseen sun still reaching us through a variety of
smokescreens.
I guess we see things as who we are.
Honestly, our little Walden - our teeny yet mighty lake - has
also been a little bit under the weather (literally) and not as
clear or inviting since my nearly 5 years living here. Erosion,
too much nitrogen, phosphorus, run-off, invasive species are
all potential culprits our community members and stewards
are actively trying to solve..
Confession: For a bit I felt so frustrated and didn’t even want
to take a photo of our lake - walk to it - or around it because it lacked its usual perfect order that had been my
rock, my salve during these uncertain times. I recognize now
that I was in effect turning my back on a force I love. This is
home and I love it even in a less perfect state - a parable for
these days of quarantine indeed. Perhaps it is reflecting
imperfection as a response to our broken world. Perhaps it is
making me stronger to see past the imperfection. Instead, I
want to love it back to health. Just like the nation, and the
world at large. My love is needed. And so is yours.

The Porch Portrait Book
Cindy Brown’s The Porch Portrait Book is coming! Click here to check it out.
Cindy said, “I began taking portraits of my neighbors in Pine Lake during early lockdown of the COVID-19
outbreak. Our tiny town is full of artists and musicians, gardeners and cooks, of all ages, races, sexual orientation,
religions, and political persuasions. I was curious to find out how folks were using their passion for art, music,
gardening, etc. to stay sane in quarantine. So I asked them to write a short commentary about their
experiences.I’ve put together the portraits and commentaries in this 50-page softcover book. The portraits and
the commentaries (some poems and songs) paint a picture of folks surviving, some even thriving, during the
quarantine.”
Pre-order by December 10th. Pick up on or after December 24th on Hemlock Drive.

An Even Newer Deal
WRITTEN BY MATT ROSENBERGER, JON MARCUS, &
CALVIN BURGAMY
I loved the new deal
the old school new deal
the ballsy and brassy new deal
the f**k the depression new deal
the one that paid you to take photographs
to make a dam
to tell stories
to lay some goddam pipe
and now it's a new day
in a new millennium
and we need
nay, we demand, a brand-new deal-of-a-deal
a succulent tax-free-fact-free-guilt-free-for-all doozy whopper
of a d e a l
a better newer maxed-out whacked-out white whale of a
freaking deal
a happy deal with bells and whistles and chrome and sugar
and magic mushrooms
a plumptastic islamo-judeo-christo-tao-shinto-bhuddeo
immaculate juicy tantric consummation of a d e a l

Sweet memories of
summer from Denise
Duplinski

Welcome to Pine Lake!
Nico, son, of Jennifer and Dave
Bryant Couvillon and Katie Mitchell +
JuJu
Stephanie and Jan moved and ended up
across the street from one another. How
did that happen?
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Wanted: Japanese Climbing Fern
WRITTEN BY THE PINE LAKE SEED PANEL

Chances are you've seen this beautiful fern trailing on trees,
shrubs, and fences around Pine Lake. Maybe you're even
cultivating a little patch of it somewhere in your yard, enchanted
by its tiny leaves and delicate structure. Well, I have some bad
news for you--it must be pulled!
Introduced to the US as an ornamental plant, this invasive climber
has been gobbling ground in the Southern states for over a
century. It spreads both by spores and rhizomes, so it is
notoriously difficult to control. It can grow in mats 10 feet deep
and smother native plants below that just can't compete. It also
increases fire danger when it covers tree trunks by carrying fire
into the canopy.
As sweet-looking as this vine is, if you see it...pull it! Once even
slightly established in your yard, you'll never truly eradicate it.

The planters at the lake got a
winter makeover! SEED
members dug up annuals like
begonia and salvia and replaced
them with ornamental kale and
pansies. Potted begonias were
given to neighbors and
businesses on the Rockbridge
Road corridor.

Lyrical Abstraction
WRITTEN BY JENNIFER BRIDGES

Raise your hand if the concept of abstract art makes you furrow your eyebrows in a doubtful glower. If an artist picks up
an everyday object and places it on a pedestal behind glass at a gallery, does it make you uncomfortable to call it art? Is
it worthy of being called art and interpreted as a statement? Does it make you a little bit angry to see a collage made
from torn up magazine pages framed on a wall with a price tag? What about those gigantic canvases splattered with a
motley sheen of paint and gold dust? Do you scornfully grumble that any asshole could achieve such a work of “art?” If
so, you’re not alone, but just the same, I’m going to try and pull you over to the dark side of the absurd and explore
where it might rear its head in music, and how we can all learn to step back and enjoy the ride.
Abstract expression started with Dadaism, a movement that often gets swallowed up by its successor and close cousin
Surrealism, and even though it was a short-lived movement (1916-1923), it certainly inspired a generation of writers,
artists, and musicians to embrace the avant garde. The period was all about experimentation, culture jamming, and the
absurd. The Dadaists were acting out against World War I and the stuffy ideals surrounding museum art with responses
designed to disrupt the system and change the direction that industrialization and consumerism were taking the world.
The epitome of such a disruption was Marcel Duchamp’s 1917 piece titled Fountain. It was a urinal with “R. Mutt 1917”
written on the rim and it caused quite a stir in the art world, to say the least. Duchamp called future pieces like this one
readymades, or what we know today as found object art. In the Dictionnaire abrege du surrealisme, a readymade is
defined as “an ordinary object elevated to the dignity of a work of art by the mere choice of an artist.” That’s right, folks.
A urinal, detached from its plumbing and selected to be placed in a gallery by an artist is, in fact, art. How does that
make you feel? Regardless of whether or not you consider this “art,” you can certainly see what Duchamp was trying to
do, right?
In the literary world, one can compare the decoupe or cut-up technique to found object art. Cut-up is what noted
Dadaist Tristan Tzara describes in the following directive:

To make a Dadaist poem:
Take a newspaper.
Take a pair of scissors
.Choose an article as long as you are planning to make your poem.
Cut out the article.
Then cut out each of the words that make up this article and put them in a bag.
Shake it gently.
Then take out the scraps one after the other in the order in which they left the bag.
Copy conscientiously.
The poem will be like you.
And here are you a writer, infinitely original and endowed with a sensibility that is charming
though beyond the understanding of the vulgar
.--Tristan Tzara
The technique also includes the contemporary found poems and black-out poems, where much the same method is
employed. In a nutshell, you are taking what is in front of you and rearranging, redefining, reappropriating, and what
you end up with is in the same vein as what you started with, but it’s different and it’s now like you. For example, I could
use the following excerpt from The Heart is a Lonely Hunter by Carson McCullers to create a found poem:
“The place was still not crowded--it was the hour when men who have been up all night meet those who are freshly
wakened and ready to start a new day. The sleepy waitress was serving both beer and coffee. There was no noise or
conversation, for each person seemed to be alone. The mutual distrust between the men who were just awakened
and those who were ending a long night gave everyone a feeling of estrangement.”

A found poem:
Up all night meet
The freshly wakened.
Beer and coffee,
No noise, no conversation,
Each alone in distrust,
Awakened and estranged.

Continued on the next page...

...continued from the previous page...

If I was a songwriter, I might want to add in new words to create rhyme and meter:
The up all night meet the freshly wakened,
Beer and coffee, but no noise leaves them shaken.
Each alone in distrust, estranged and awake,
Early risers meeting night owls at daybreak.
The phrases have been cut, switched, and rearranged, but words that capture the mood of the paragraph are retained. Fun
technique to play with, right? When Beatnik writer William S. Burroughs picked up on cut-up in the 1960s, he took to it like a fish in
water and began using it to compose many of his most famous works, including Wild Boys: a Book of the Dead, published in 1969.
Burroughs and other Beat writers embraced cut-up and similar techniques designed to add a flavor of experimentation and
absurdity to their work (one might even argue that the Beatniks were just doing Dada anew, but that’s another essay). If you’ve ever
read Burroughs, I’m sure you’ve said, “Wait...what?!” with a quizzical brow more than once. Stream of consciousness and cut-up
combined can yield some stunningly garbled syntax, and you’ll never find one of his novels on the New York Times’ Bestseller List,
but does that make his work less valuable? Does that make it unworthy of interpretation? And more importantly, does technique
take the place of style?
Famed singer David Bowie read Wild Boys and its influence pops up in his work a few times, from the design for Ziggy’s look to the
characters who dwell in Hunger City. Like Burroughs, Bowie used cut-up to compose songs, especially on Diamond Dogs. In the
1975 documentary Cracked Actor, Bowie sits at a table cutting his writing into strips and rearranging the lines into poems. He
reveals that he does this with his diaries and that he uses the method to “ignite” his imagination and see himself with new eyes,
calling it “a kind of western Tarot.” There’s no way to know exactly which lyrics in Diamond Dogs are composed using the cut-up
technique, but we can probably make some educated guesses. Lyrics like “I always wanted new surroundings/ A room to rent while
the lizards lay crying in the heat/ Trying to remember who to meet” are problematic when examining the entire scope of the song
because, well, they’re weird and don’t immediately blend with whatever interpretation you were going for. We’re supposed to write
with the reader in mind, ensuring that our words are not misunderstood and our meanings are clear and grammatically correct.
Sometimes, lIke abstract art, you can’t immediately put a label on what Bowie is expressing, but the jumbled nature of the lyrics
don’t automatically make them a non-sequitur. Your brain just has to work a little harder to assimilate this information into the
broader scope of the song. So what do we do with literature when it purposefully deviates from the traditional rules of
composition? How do we decide if the mention of lizards is worth exploring? When should we look for symbols and when should
we take something at face value, especially when we know a technique like cut-up was used to make the wording and imagery
purposefully abstract?
A song is supposed to be about something, right? Many forms of artistic expression are easier to digest when they are about
something. For a wide swath of the population, standing in front of an abstract painting is difficult because one can’t say, “It’s a this.”
My students generally hate poetry for the same reason. With it’s flowery language and nuanced twists and turns, they don’t get to
quickly give it a once over and say, “It’s about this.” Our brain feels most comfortable when it can box stuff up and tie it neatly with a
bow. It’s a this. Case closed. But what if the writer himself has declared the words are nonsense? Remember back in 2008 when
Beck officially divulged in an interview that lots of lyrics in his albums Odelay and Midnite Vultures were just nonsense placeholders
for “real” lyrics? People genuinely lamented the hours they’d invested on Songmeanings.com analyzing hidden meanings to lyrics
like, “Do you wanna ride on the Baltic Sea/ I’ll be your mistress C.O.D/ I’ll comb your hair/ Re-write your diary/ Pour champagne on a
honeybee.” But was it truly time wasted? Writing out scratch vocals (the official jargon for those placeholders) is a technique that
serves a purpose--Beck wrote out nonsense words that fit the cadence of his music in rhyme and meter because he hadn’t written
the lyrics yet. But since the words were created by a writer, are they not, as the Dadas would define it, elevated to the dignity of a
meaningful work of art by the mere choice of the writer? Are lyrics like Beck’s the modern-day readymades? And do they make you
uncomfortable?
Continued on the next page...
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Beck’s songs, which are admittedly without depth, are still entertaining and thought-provoking, and reveal something of the cultural
milieu in which they were written. It can also be argued that they tell us about Beck the man, the writer. And while lyrics are certainly
allowed to just be popish and fun, I can’t stand it. I don’t know about you, but I’m the type to analyze everything. I’ll sit down with
something (a painting, a news article, a song), pick out a couple of lenses to examine it through, and then get to work interpreting. It
doesn’t necessarily have to be a this or that--I like when things have multiple layers of meaning--but I do feel a compulsion to play
detective. My friend Bill Sandford, who’s the smartest guy I know, says that our brains are always interpreting, always seeking
meaning, even if it’s a urinal placed on a pedestal by an artist. Right now I’m curious to see how we fit into Hunger City, so I’ll start by
combing through “Future Legend” and “Diamond Dogs” in my next installment. The last question I’ll leave you with is why can’t
something just be the thing that it is on the surface? My answer? Because what’s the fun in that?
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Presidential Ponderings
Well, it has been one heck of a year! The pandemic has turned all of our lives upside down and sideways. Most of
us know someone who has had “The Covid.” We’ve endured the” horrors” of toilet paper shortages, shortages of
antiseptic wipes, social distancing, mask-wearing, and Zoom meetings. Everyday conversations are
choreographed to maintain a safe distance.
But here we are and we’ve made it so far. But! As sometimes happens, good comes out of the bad. To wit:
A big shout out to councilwoman Brandy Beavers for helping to kick start the Pine Lake Soulful Food Pantry of
Love, with volunteers Lalah Manly, Susan Reardon, Leigh Scott, and PLAIN continuing the operations
(https://plainhelps.org). You can make donations to the Pantry on the first Saturday of each month from 9AM11AM at the Clubhouse. You can also donate at the PLAIN website. All of these wonderful folks were and are
indispensable to keeping the Pantry going:
Food receivers: Rachel Gates, Kate Nevins, Deb Tawil
Food shoppers: Kathie de Nobriga and Lynn Callery
Client intake: Megan Pulsts, Judy Forster, Ilse Padilla
Packers/deliverers: Luz Wright, Dwight Harriman, Journey Swafford, Ilse Padilla, Colleen Ziegler
Food sanitizers/pantry organizers: Paul Reardon, Mary Shuman, Holley Mitchell, Amy Colburn
Our community responded with generous donations to the Pantry. Deborah Tawil created a birthday fund and
gave much money to the Pantry. Donations to the Pantry on the first Saturday of each month 9-11 am.
One of our neighbors, Stephanie Morales, parked her food truck at the police station to feed first responders!
Amazing, yes?
Lalah Manly orchestrated a successful socially distanced marketplace. Jean Bordeaux, Jackie Biggers, and Ellen
Mintzmeyer continue to lead PLAIN’s support of Rockbridge Elementary School. Gayle Austin “retired” after 4
notable years as PLAIN treasurer. Tina Kite endeavors to save trees on Rockbridge from Georgia Power.
Rockbridge is being widened! It has been much needed. 7 million cars a year pass down that skinny corridor.
Tina Kite helped get over 170 signatures on a petition to Georgia Power to save trees on Rockbridge. Rockbridge
is being widened! It has been much needed. Seven million cars a year pass down that skinny corridor.
The mayor organized a spontaneous (can you really organize something that is spontaneous?) celebration at the
beach just after the November election. I can’t quite remember what it was for but it was fun. See you next year!
Calvin Burgamy
If you have an article or suggestion for the next issue of PLAINTalk, contact jenniferbridges1214@gmail.com.

